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ABSTRACT

This article aims to evaluate the larger pattern of American interest in the Arab Gulf, whether it is based on ideological or economic interest. Consequently, it encourages to deal with conceptual analysis of various data of the social, economic and political interlinks and special topics that have been significantly proposed in the state policy. Due to this article does not put merely on a specific issue and one of dominant factors conditioning the American interest in the region, it claims the distinctiveness of the article. Methodologically, it has debts the significant of the theory of rational choice in interpreting the relevant data. It argues that the US foreign policy represents two larger directions of its interest: economy and ideology. Both have linked together and the interrelation have determined and have been determined by strategic culture of the states in the region and its complexities covering all national, interstate, regional, broader regional (Middle East) and global levels. It also arguably states that there is no single interest that can claim to be the most dominant, but it has remained highly dynamic and has demonstrated multiple complexities of the interest in which they are represented by issues of oil, war on terrorism, nuclear weapon and Israel.
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Introduction

On Saturday, April 14th 2018 was the moment when the United State (US) President, Donald Trump had declared and launched offensive airstrikes to the Syrian military headquarters in Douma, Damascus. In his condemnation, he mentioned that Assad regime should take responsibility over using chemical weapons in war against his rivals that had also disastrously attacked civilians. In spite of the fact that President Assad and Russian President Vladimir Putin condemned back to the US attack, American elites several days later had insisted to argue that it is totally a right thing to attack them and their backers. In the warfare situation, however, there is no right or wrong, but rather the possibility of who will emerge as a winner of this cruel and inhumane competition. In this context, indeed, the law of “kill or be killed” has occurred.

A lot of eyes across the world would see this most current event of war in Syria, although there were also numbers of others that had happened during the last couple of the centuries. They would highly agree that all those wars had undertaken due to certain interests. In short, they are curious to know the reason why among states had fought each other? Most of them and also scholars have offered opinions, although those are not always representing valid things. This phenomenon shows a relative character of any scientific proposition that in many ways is also coloured by certain ideological claims.

The most vocal claim has stated that the American great power has worked for ideological calling. Accordingly, this power has been guided by less rational beliefs that underestimate and even ignore matters of profit and lost calculations. In more sarcastic expression, some scholars have claimed that it is a part of the bigger project of American imperialism. Undoubtedly, offering a certain thesis is important. However, it must be considered more critically before it should be recognized as a valid thing until its limitations will be found in the future. Against the claim of American imperialism, some realist scholars have argued that the US massive penetrations in the Arab Gulf region, are based on economic reasons. Because of oil, America as a powerful
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force has the heart to exploit and destroy many states in the land of Arabia. While this argument has been defended as an opposition of another, the validity of both, must not be oversimplistically accepted.

In considering them, whether the American interest is based on ideological or economic interest, between them there are always complexities that have constructed. These complexities have not been only clinging to America, but also to various states in the region. This article briefly examines both propositions to know which one has stronger validity, or both of them have and relatively influencing each other. Furthermore, this article evaluates various data and interprets following their social, economic and political interlinks and special topics that have been consistently existed in the state policy. This article asserts that the American interest can be explained through two interconnected economic and ideological matters. Both have engaged each other through interrelated interplay that have conditioned and been conditioned by multiple layers of strategic culture. They have functioned simultaneously through complex processes that consistently are represented by issues of oil, war on terrorism, nuclear weapon and Israel. This article covers these special issues and discussion on their multiple layers of complexities.

Conceptual Framework: Special issues of the political dynamics in the Arab Gulf

The special issues of oil, terrorism, nuclear weapon and Israel have been decided to select are due to their dominant significance in shaping the dynamic context of the interstate relation of the US and the Arab Gulf countries. The main aims in discussing these special issues are to diagnose their complexities, complex relations of these complexities and to find a trajectory of conceptual and theoretical reformulations and sophistication of the larger argument of American interest in the Arab Gulf region. Accordingly, the general argument of economy as the only American interest should be critically evaluated. At the same coin, it should also be done to the argument of ideology. Both reciprocally have contributed each other through the complex process of constituting non-monolithic American interest. In the process of constituting, it has been shaped and conditioned by various policies.

There are two kinds of policy, those are domestic or national and foreign or international policy. Both have affected each other. Making a certain decision in international level, for example, has also been affected by certain internal political situations in the state. In addition, different regimes will result different policies, although there is always a general pattern of policy that represents a continuity. The last three regimes of the American administration, George Bush, Barrack Obama and Donald Trump, each leader has his own special character in driving his policies in the Arab Gulf region. Undoubtedly, oil is important for them that explains the US economic interest.

However, how to obtain this interest, it has been coloured by certain ideological interests, dependent on each style of leadership of the regime and also the dynamic strategic culture in the country.

In addition, actors in some parts of the US domestic political games – either in their executive institutions, houses of representative, circles of foreign policy “think thank”, or political parties - obviously have been invited to give certain political responses which in turn, these responses should be understood as resources of internal reflections for the development of the state political strategy. It means the US, Arab Gulf states and other important states of broader regional boundaries have involved in such dynamic interactions. Accordingly, a certain policy should be considered properly following various dynamic conditions and situations.

Thus, in order to diagnose complexities of American-Arab Gulf relations, a critical discussion on themes of oil, terrorism, nuclear and Israel covers four important elements: the general pattern of policies, the enactment of policies, political implications and responses both in international and regional level and also in the broader regional level (Middle East), and conceptualization.

Analysis

a. Oil matter

The oil matter is really important for the US. If considering that it is not the most significant factor that explains the package of the argument of American interest in the Arab Gulf, it depends on the viewpoint, the perception and also historical contexts of this issue, including its continuity and discontinuity. The American oil policy in the Arab Gulf has been implemented in a complex process represented through a long period of relationships between the US and Arab Gulf states. Throughout this period there are also implications as various and dynamic responses that have come from political subjects in multiple levels. These responses, furthermore, have led to two diametrically contradictory situations, those are stability and instability. Thus, although oil is important, it has linked directly to a line of security matters.

The importance of oil for the US is generally to cover their national demands of energy supply, increase their national revenues through export-import activities, involve in driving the global oil market and also support their economic development programmes. To securing their oil interest, the US should also guarantee the regional security of oil producers. In a strategic level, militarization is one of paths that has been applied for ensuring the larger goal of the US interest.

Since the 20th century the US oil policy has undertaken in the Arab Gulf region.It began from the 1930s coincided with the moment of the post-“the Red Line Agreement” (1928), the US oil company had better chances to enhance their relationships with Arab Gulf states. In 1931, a branch of an American oil company discovered oil reserves in Bahrain and began production the following year. In 1937, the US-British-Kuwait company discovered oil in Kuwait, but they started exploitation after the World War II. In 1938, the Arabian American Oil Company (Aramco) discovered oil in Saudi Arabia and at that time also, the oil production began. In 1939, the Qatar Petroleum Company discovered oil, but the US started to drive their control over oil in Qatar in 1949. In 1964, oil
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reserves were discovered in Abu Dhabi and their extraction began in 1967, but the US larger involvement in Emirates business of oil developed from 1971. In 1954 Washington offered Tehran a consortium of managing Iran’s oil industry, after overthrown nationalist Prime Minister of Iran Mohammad Mossadeq one year before.10

Practically, all these oil relationships between the US and Arab Gulf states have influenced the emergence of implications in terms of political dynamics in multiple levels. It brings the US to consider both a long and short term political strategy. In securing the continuity of oil exploitation and controlling regional stability, both of them should be drafted in the US long term strategy. In addition, in limiting or overthrowing resistant powers that hamper their longer term strategy, it should be programmed in a short term strategy.

The US political manoeuvre in Iran from 1950s to 1970s had been the best evidence of the argument of complex implications due to the implementation of the securitization of the American oil policy in the region. Iranian resistances had illustrated larger political dynamics, problems of balances of powers in the region and political constellations that have involved many actors in multiple levels.11 In 1953, because of Mossadeq’s political manoeuvre in nationalizing the Anglo Iranian Oil Company (AIOC), British and American intelligence services had dealt to operate a secret project of overthrowing this Iranian leader.12 It brought Shah into the throne as a new secularist-totalitarian leader. In 1978-1979, Shah had been challenged by massive mass riots and overthrown through the Iranian Revolution.13

While Iran became one of the US enemies, this situation had influenced other American allies in terms of increasing anti-American sentiments. Another anti-American entity, - though it was not in an influence of the Revolution - a radical Wahhabism had also emerged in Saudi Arabia. This radical group took part in a politico-religious protest against the Saudi monarch and controlled over the holiest place of Islam: “Masjid al-Haram” in Makkah.14 This group had condemned the al-Saud for deviating from the purity of Islam regarding their relationships with the US, although of course there were other factors involved in.

Hence, the implementation of the American oil policy since 1940s, has resulted in political stability in certain countries and instability in others. This political stability or instability has led to more complex implications such as the raise of multiple layers of political contestation with involvements of multiple levels actors. This is indeed, all about security problems in the region. The US economic policy has shaped various characters of balances of powers in the region and influenced dynamically regional strategic culture that has mainly related to national security issues.

b. War on terrorism

The US economic policy has resulted in the initiation of another policy with more ideological nuances: “war on terrorism”. This has been implemented as a response to regional
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and global dynamic changes and also as a legitimacy of securing the economic policy. The long history of the US political and economic expansions in the Arab Gulf region are not always perceived as good things. Sometimes, these expansions are viewed as wrong things, evil and harmful. In this context, accordingly, the emergence of anti-American sentiments is rather a kind of political resistances than terrorism. In fact, it had appeared coincidentally with the policy of securitisation of Islam in the name of “war on terrorism” emerged in the Post 9/11 era.

The main aim of this “war on terrorism” policy is to solve the problem of terrorism itself. More precisely, it is important for repelling American enemies that hinder the longer term American policy. In order to guarantee the American economic interest, American policy makers offer this policy to stabilize balances of powers in the region.

This policy is strongly coloured by ideological sentiments. This policy tends to objectify “Islam” as an object of securitisation. The reason is pretty clear that those who have become dissent groups and anti-American movements in the region are Muslims.

Fighting against them is meaning against Islam. It is quite similar argument that has been claimed by terrorists to legitimate their actions such as killing Western people (because they are Western) as Islamic. Critically, however, it can prove that the policy of securitisation of Islam is not inherently as a problem of religion itself, unless we agree with a popular recognition that every religion can potentially create terror and chaos. As a consequence, in the context of anti-American sentiment, Iran is also categorized as the state of terrorist (terrorising Iran). In fact, genealogically, the ideological foundation of the Islamist terrorism rooted in the circle of the Sunni tradition.

In the state level, almost there is no such significant resistance (against the US) to respond to this policy of the securitisation of Islam. Even American allies in the region are gaining advantages from this ideological policy in terms of enhancing their military capacity. With the threats of anti-American sentiments, either from Iran, revolutionary Shia groups, or Sunni jihadists, American allies need better military supports. To develop their military powers,


America has good chances to open a market of weapons.21

Through this policy, America wants to ensure the stability of the region. As a consequence, it will guarantee the American economic interest.

c. Threats of nuclear proliferation

The larger pattern of argument would say that the American economic interest has led to the emergence of the policy of national security. This policy that prevents any threat of the development of nuclear weapons (or weapons of mass destruction), is a result of larger policy and also a legitimacy of political manoeuvres.22 States that threaten the American interest, either they really have weapons of mass destruction or do not have, they would be objects of securitisation. Indeed, this way will lead to regional and global contestation.

The primary aim to intercept the nuclear proliferation is to ensure the stabilization of security in the region. This stabilization will guarantee the continuity of the implementation of the American economic interest. Another more ideal aim is to securing the global world, although this argument proposes to gain such international sympathy and support in order to make easier to fight against states that are accused of developing nuclear weapons. The objective of this strategy is to block their regional and international roles, then it will

flavour the image of the implementation of the securitisation of the development of nuclear weapons as a right-noble thing.

The policy of the securitisation of nuclear weapons has been implemented in three interrelated levels: international, regional and broader regional. In international level, the US have encouraged their allies to condemn the development of nuclear weapons. In addition, this way has been facilitated by international institution such as the United Nations (UN) that instrumentally has an active role to limit the development of nuclear, mainly in the purpose of producing the weapon of mass destruction.23

In regional level (the Arab Gulf) and broader level (Middle East), it is quite similar with the policy of securitisation of Islam, the US have attempted to implement the program of militarization in the region. It means, the US have intensified roles of their market of weapons, selling military machines, vehicles and equipment, and providing military training, although the business of spare-parts and maintenance have been monopolized by the seller.24 In a certain special case, the US have tried to infiltrate within the process of internal political contestation of the objectified state. The best example of this special case is the mass demonstration in Iran, when the US was infusing propaganda of democratization that happened in 2017.25


It is obviously, the implementation of this policy of securitisation of nuclear weapons has sharpened the resistance of their enemy. It has also stimulated to emerge their new enemies in the broader level, depends on interrelated contexts and political dynamics around it. In the case of Iraq-Kuwait war in 1990-1991, it invited a little “moral” support of Palestinians, although this support was useless.\textsuperscript{20} In the case of the US military invasion of Iraq in 2003, it escalated massive anti-American sentiments that broadly had spread in the region, mainly in the circle of Jihadist groups.\textsuperscript{27} Meanwhile, in the context of securitisation of Iran, it has involved Russia, other revolutionary forces that politically affiliated with Iran, such as Hizbullah.\textsuperscript{28} Indirectly, it invited also China, as the greatest power of Asia, that for the long time it has supplied military stuffs for Iran.\textsuperscript{29} If the US is too frontal in facing Russia and China, it is projected that in the future it will enhance other vast and complex political implications.

Regarding the nuclear issue, thus, it is clear that the American economic interest needs to meet its fundamental requirement of the stabilization of the regional security. However, the stabilization can also create instability. The issue of nuclear in this context is instability itself that explains both a real threat and a pretext of political manoeuvre.

d. Establishing and protecting Israeli state

The policy of the establishment and protection of the state of Israel is the only one American interest that has not resulted from the implication of the economic policy. If this policy has been considered as the thing that represents a pure ideological interest of the US, some scholars relatively will agree with it.\textsuperscript{30} However, this Israel interest, also has significant implications for other issues such as economy and national security. The pattern that works here is, in securing the American economic interest in the region, the requirement of the regional security should be fulfilled. If this regional security is to be threatened, then it will also threaten the American national security.

The fundamental aim of this policy is to secure the establishment of the Israeli state and guarantee their security. Ideally, through this policy they wish to live together with Palestinians in a peaceful coexistent relation whereby both countries can support each other. The existence of both countries can be a pioneer of the development of the human civilization based on the wisdom of Abrahamic religions. Ideally, perhaps, it is also one of important things that has been wanted by some of the Zionist lobby in various levels of the American political structure, either in congressional houses, political parties or the circle of Zionist “think thank”.\textsuperscript{31}


\textsuperscript{28} Stephen Ellis and Andrew Futter, “Iranian nuclear aspirations and strategic balancing in the Middle East,” \textit{Middle East Policy} 22, no. 2 (2015): 80-93.


\textsuperscript{31} Grant F. Smith, \textit{Big Israel: How Israel's Lobby Moves America} (Washington, DC: Middle Eastern Policy, Inc., 2016a).
In fact, everything that has happened in the Palestinian land is totally different from the beautiful dream that is mentioned before. While the US have supported Israel, it has influenced the political attitude of Muslim countries due to the massive widespread human suffering and crisis. However, it has not urged the US to end their policy to support Israel. In this context, according to popular ideological perception in Muslim countries, Israel is an imperialist, a conflict maker, a creator of large numbers of refugees and so on. In Israeli side, the establishment of Israeli state is legal due to the historical memory and myth that they have constructed by themselves. Furthermore, Palestinian protests and also Arabs and other Muslims would be accused as a kind of terrorism that threatens the Israeli security. This is exactly such a claim of securitisation that had been sounded loudly by a leader of radical Islamists, Osama bin laden. Although many states in the world through an international body of the United Nations have facilitated a conflict resolution, due to strong rejections and negations from both sides, until now it becomes a lasting conflict.


34 Ghada H. Talhami, “The conundrum of the Palestinian, two-state, one-state solution,” Arab Studies Quarterly 38, no. 2 (2016): 468-480; Avi

This American policy in supporting Israel relatively has impacted on issues of oil, securitisation of Islam and nuclear weapons. The case of oil embargo by some Arab states could be considered as an evidence of this argument. Indeed, it disturbed the American interest at that time. In addition, this policy has influenced of the growth of Islamist extremism in many countries, mainly in Palestine and other Muslim countries. For Iran, the issue of Palestine could be instrumentalized as an anti-American legitimization. However, it does not mean that Israel has merely resulted in being a burden for the US. With their highly sophisticated military technology, Israel now is an important state that is able to support America in stabilizing balances of powers in the region. When the US have to challenge the anti-American sentiment in the region, Israel is their best friend. In the case of the proxy war in Syria, the US have been supported alone against Bashar al-Assad, Iran, Hizbullah and Russia, but they have been supported by Israel, Saudi Arabia and their other allies in the region, and also their European friends such as British and French.

Therefore, the American policy of supporting Israel has influenced their economic and national security interest, such as oil


matters, war on terrorism and securitisation of nuclear weapon proliferation in the region. This does not flow in one way, but rather two reciprocal ways which significantly give influences each other. In this situation, Israel cannot be viewed only as an ideological burden of the US, but also an important power that can be able to support the US security policy and economic interest.

**Multiple layers of complexities**

The reality of multiple layers of complexities has conditioned any American interest to be dynamic. Consequently, the level of difficulties in understanding the larger pattern of this American interest in the Arab Gulf region is very high. In general, however, this interest can be described by both economic and ideological matters that have influenced each other. The process of penetrating influences has occurred in three main levels of complexities, those are: national, regional and international.

The national complexities show the nature and character of each Arab Gulf country and also its socio-political and cultural dynamics within the country. Meanwhile, the regional complexities are the dynamics in a broader level that have been influenced by internal conditions and situations of each country and also interstate relations. Both national and regional complexities have related to the international level of complexities, where global powers (states) have had also their own special strategic cultures. All of them have been involved in more complex relations and interactions in the political constellations that relatively have been linked to the American interest as one of influential agencies of multipolarity of the global politics.

Furthermore, the character of strategic culture of every state has been shaped by essential elements of geography and natural resources (they describe physical, material, economic and political powers), the history of the state and its experience, its political system and structure, its perception of security and threat, and other external elements (such as regional and international balances of powers, global economic contexts, globalisation, and massive socio-political and cultural changes). These elements, for example, show explanations of why Saudi Arabia is different from Iran, America, Russia, China and other states in the Arab Gulf region.

In the specific context of the Arab Gulf, Saudi Arabia, for instance, is politically authoritarian and indeed, patrimonial, and economically practicing rentierism. It makes this...
country has had to determinedly renew its perception of the threat. It can be certainly seen that political movements such as Muslim Brotherhood (Ikhwan al-Muslimin), rebels of Baathism, al-Qaeda and other groups which totally have appreciated the spirit of Arab Spring tend to be perceived its threats. Iran with its friskily political manoeuvres in the region, especially its attempts of nuclearization, in addition, strongly has determined Saudi Arabia’s foreign policy to enhance enmity towards its competitor. In order to implement its policy, this country has led GCC as its allies to face the most challenging political player in the region (Iran), despite the fact that Qatar distinctively has played its roles in balancing regional powers in a way of supporting Muslim Brotherhood and its political involvements in various Arab countries. In short, as a consequence, Qatar is relatively not accepted as one of its (Saudi) regional allies. In a wider regional political contestation (Middle East), countries which have resisted Muslim Brotherhood such as Egypt, Jordan, and others tend to become Saudi’s additional supporters. With the exception of the Israel’s roles in waging war against Hamas as the Palestinian branch of Muslim Brotherhood, Saudi Arabia has supported Israel due to pragmatically try to convince the US emphasizing Saudi is the proponent of its foreign policy (defending Israel). In the context of the global political contestation, Saudi Arabia has seemed to be the closest ally of the US. This country has needed to be militarily supported and advanced by the US, mainly to show its regional opponents that it has had superior military strength. The US itself in this context, has intended to challenge other global contestants such as Russia and China which have delighted to join in political games in the region. While both these prominent contestants in some cases have supported Iran, Saudi has perceived them greater threats as the US has done as well. Thus, with its all complexities (national, regional and global), it has no doubted that the US has chosen Saudi Arabia and politically instrumentalized it in order to achieve its political goals.

Furthermore, relations based on interest (oil, terrorism, nuclear and Israel) and states’ complexities in the region have brought into conceptual and theoretical implications. In dealing with these implications, both basic arguments of the American interest – serving economic and ideological interests – should be linked together. However, it cannot bring us the conclusion of American imperialism. Oversimplification on the interrelated complexities cannot cover every single detail of elements of strategic culture of the state, complex inter-state relations in the region and the global world, and many others. Indeed, it is not as deep as philosophical elaborations, but rather emphasizing an academic effort of examining the complexities of strategic culture that have connected with matters of American interest in the Arab Gulf region. This is also the reason of giving an illustration of Syrian war, that mainly seems to avoid to result in such an oversimplified conclusion.44

Thus, both American economic and ideological interest in the Arab Gulf region have engaged each other; they have conditioned and been conditioned by multiple levels of strategic culture. Conceptually, it shifts the thesis that states that the American interest in the region is only for economic or ideological matter, and rejects the oversimplified argument of American imperialism.

Conclusion

On the one hand, the American oil policy in the Arab Gulf influences the matters of national security of the states in the region. On the other hand, its policy on the securitisation of Islam, the weapon of mass destruction and the protection of Israeli state counted as an ideological matter that has impacted on the economic policy.

It can be argued that the American policies in the region represent two larger directions of its interest, namely economy and ideology. Both have linked together and interrelatively have determined and been determined by strategic culture of states and its multiple level of complexity (national, interstate, regional and international).

Therefore, this argument tends to stand against any oversimplified analysis of American interest which merely highlights either the matter of economy or ideology.
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